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Motivation

Large volatility in MMF flows during the
March 2020 market turmoil

• Between 13 and 20 March 2020, euro
area MMFs experienced outflows of
nearly 8% of AUM

• Responses by central banks helped
stabilise outflows

→ Consequences for financial stability
and funding of the real economy

What the drivers behind these flows?
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Cumulative net flows into euro area MMFs
(% of total assets, 20/02/2020-17/05/2020)

Source: Box 7 in ECB’s Financial Stability Review, May 2020. 



MMFs

• Money market funds (MMFs) provide 
short-term finance to financial 
institutions, corporations and 
governments

• MMFs are short-term cash 
management tools that provide a high 
degree of liquidity, diversification and 
stability of value
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Margins are collateral required to protect
the two parties involved in a derivative
contract/portfolio in the event of default of
the other counterparty

• Initial Margins (IM): posted at execution
→ adjusted during life

Aim: cover losses between the last VM
payment and liquidation/hedge/replacement
of the trade

• Variation Margins (VM): daily payments
(cash) reflecting fluctuations in the market
value of the contract/portfolio

Derivative Margins



Empirical Evidence
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• Strong correlation (over 80%) between flows in/out of Euro-denominated 
MMFs and VMs faced by some ICPFs holding these MMFs

Co-movement of ICPF VM and euro-
denominated MMF flows
(€ bn; 18/02 – 31/03 2020)

Co-movement of interest- and FX-
rates with VM paid/received by ICPFs
(lhs: € bn; rhs: %; 18/02 – 31/03 2020)

Source: Box 8 in ECB’s Financial Stability Review, November 2020. 



Main Hypothesis
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Our hypothesis: VM payments as a driver of MMF flows

Other hypotheses in the literature:
• Flight-to-safety (Boucinha et al., FSR Box May 2020)
• Characteristics of MMFs, e.g. LVNAV structure, MMF liquidity requirements

(Capota et al., 2021)
• Holdings of USD assets by non-US institutional investors (BOE, 2021)
• Characteristics of the short-term market (BlackRock whitepaper, 2020)

Our novel hypothesis:
• VM payments as a new source of liquidity stress for institutional investors

during crisis times
• Institutional investors use MMFs for liquidity management
• therefore, they pass through the liquidity shock coming from VMs to MMFs



Preview of the Results

• VM payments faced by some non-bank investors holding MMFs were an
important driver of the MMF flows

• Margin posted tends to increase MMF outflows, indicating that some MMF
investors quickly redeemed MMF shares to meet the margin payments

• Margin received increases MMF inflows in some cases
Some MMF investors may either take time before reinvesting liquidity from margin payments
in MMFs or they may also use other instruments to store the liquidity
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Outline

• Introduction

• Data

• Model

• Results

• Conclusions & future perspectives
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Datasets

We combine three highly granular and unique datasets:

• Fund-by-fund Refinitiv Lipper to obtain daily MMF flows at fund level

• Securities Holdings Statistics by Sector (SHSS) to identify holdings in individual

MMFs by investors (at country-sector level)

• Transaction-by-transaction EMIR data to compute VM payments

→ Since SHSS data provide investor information only at a country-sector level, we aggregate

variation margin at a country-sector level

→We focus on EUR flows (EUR-denominated MMFs and EUR VM payments)
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Margin Calls
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MMF Outflows
Variation margin payments (flows) of euro area 

non-bank entities
Cumulative flows into euro-denominated money 

market funds



Hypothesis

Hypothesis for MMF outflows:

VM posted by a MMF investor can lead to MMF outflows

Hypothesis for MMF inflows

VM received by a MMF investor can lead to MMF inflows
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Baseline model specification
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𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = α + 

𝑔

𝛽𝑔 ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑔,𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑀 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = α + 

𝑔

𝛽𝑔 ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑔,𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑀 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

→ In both models, we expect 𝛽𝑔 > 0 for at least some (not necessarily all) investor groups

→ Model run separately for each MMF domicile (FR, IE, LU)

→ Model focuses on the most important investor groups with large VM payments (always non-banks: IF, PF, IC)

Simultaneous effects of VM payments on MMF flows

𝑖 ~ MMF
𝑔 ~ investor group 
(sector-country level)
t ~ date

• 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡 equals to MMF outflows when they are positive, and to zero when they are negative

• 𝑉𝑀 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 and 𝑉𝑀 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 refer to VM posted and received (simultaneous effects but also lags/leads)

• ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑔,𝑖 is a dummy equal to one if the investor group 𝑔 holds MMF 𝑖



Results: MMF outflows and VM posted
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Some investors withdrew 
funds from MMFs to post 
margins

Interpretation: When Dutch 
PFs post EUR 1 bn in VM, 
Irish MMFs held by Dutch PFs 
are estimated to face 
outflows of around EUR 11 
mn



Robustness: MMF outflows and VM posted
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Results: MMF inflows 
and VM received
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• Some investors deposit funds in 
MMFs when they receive margins

• Effect of margins received on MMFs 
inflows is potentially smaller:
• Investors may not immediately 

reinvest received margins in a crisis 
period

• Investors may invest received 
margins in MMFs only partially, 
while diversifying the storing of 
liquidity across different asset types

Interpretation: When Irish ICs receive 
EUR 1 bn in VM, the next day 
Luxembourgish MMFs held by Irish ICs 
are estimated to receive EUR 40 mn of 
inflows



Conclusion

• VM payments faced by some non-bank investors holding MMFs were an important

driver of the MMF flows

➢Margin posted tends to increase MMF outflows (some MMF investors quickly redeemed MMF

shares to meet the margin payments)

➢Margin received increases MMF inflows in some cases

• Non-banks used MMFs to manage liquidity related to margin calls in the March 2020

market turmoil

• Non-banks passed the liquidity shock to MMFs and thus to funding of banks and NFCs
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Policy implications

• Enhance liquidity preparedness of non-banks to meet margin calls:

→ Risks of reliance on the cash-like properties of MMF shares as a reliable source of
liquidity under stress

• Enhance MMFs’ resiliency to significant outflows

• Enhance monitoring and understanding of interconnectedness, incl. in view of
regulatory reforms and by new/enhanced data collections (where data not available)

• OTC derivative reform

➢Stricter margining reduces counterparty credit risk, but creates liquidity risk
spillovers

➢Trade repository data enabled our analysis (jointly with other datasets)
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Future perspectives

The analysis could be expanded to other sources of liquidity and margin payments
since:

• MMFs are not the only source of liquidity for non-bank investors to meet margin
payments (bank deposits, liquidation of assets, credit/liquidity lines, repos – post
bonds to borrow cash)

• Other margin payments (particularly initial margin on cleared derivatives) also
tend to significantly rise during highly volatile periods
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Questions?



Data Selection

• Most VM payments of euro area entities holding derivative contracts are in EUR

• We assume that EUR-denominated margin payments would be linked with flows
in EUR-denominated MMF

• The lion’s share of euro area MMFs are issued in LU, IE and FR

→We focus on
• EUR-denominated funds in LU, IE and FR (~ 41% of euro area MMF assets)
• EUR-denominated margin payments and MMF flows
• Crisis period around March 2020 (February to April 2020)
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MMF Investors
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Holders of EUR-denominated MMFs domiciled in 
the euro area

Main investors
• French MMFs:

French ICPFs, French IFs, and French NFCs

• Irish MMFs: 

Dutch ICPFs

• Luxembourgish MMFs: 

Irish ICPFs, and Luxembourgish IFs



Model
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𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = α + 

𝑔

𝛽𝑔 ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑔,𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑀 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡 = α + 

𝑔

𝛽𝑔 ∗ ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑔,𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑀 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

• 𝑖 denotes a MMF, 𝑔 an investor group at sector-country level, and 𝑡 the date

• 𝑉𝑀 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 and 𝑉𝑀 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑔,𝑡 refer to VM posted and received

• ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑔,𝑖 is a dummy equal to one if the investor group 𝑔 holds MMF 𝑖

• 𝐼𝑖 and 𝑇𝑡 are MMF and time fixed effects

• 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡 equals to MMF outflows when they are positive, and to zero when they are negative

• Standard errors clustered at the MMF level



Model extension
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(i) MMF outflows and margin posted:
If margin is called today, it is to be posted
the same or the following days

→We add two leads of VM posted

(ii) MMF inflows and margin received:
Investors receiving margins may deposit the
funds to MMFs on the same or following
days

→We add two lags of VM received

Outflows from 
MMFs at t

VM posted 
at t+1

VM posted 
at t+2

VM posted 
at t

Extended model: we add forward and lagged values of VM payments to capture the
potential dynamics over time

VM received 
at t-2

VM received 
at t-1

Inflows into 
MMFs at t

VM received
at t



Model additional specifications

• Euro-denominated MMFs are domiciled in three euro area countries: IE, LU and
FR

• Differences across these domiciles:

• MMF flow dynamics in March 2020 qualitativey differ across countries

• The type of MMF differs (mainly LVNAV in IE and LU, mainly VNAV in FR)

• The type of investor differs (investors in FR MMFs mainly domestic, while investors in IE and
LU mainly non-domestic)

→ To control for these differences, we run separate models for each domicile
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Model additional specifications

190 investor groups: all possible combinations of
10 investor sectors in 19 countries

→ Need to limit the number of groups/
explanatory variables

• Step 1: For each domicile, we rank the
investor groups according to the share of total
net assets (TNA) of MMFs that they hold,
restricting the list to the top five

• Step 2: Among the top five, we select the
three investor groups with the largest VM
flows
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Model additional specifications
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Note: All the 10 sectors considered are: (i) banks; (ii) Central Clearing House (CCP); (iii) Government; (iv) Insurance 
Corporations (IC); (v) Pension Funds (PF), (vi) Investment Funds (IF); (vii) National Central Banks (NCB); (viii) Non-Financial 
Corporations (NFC); (ix) Other Financial Institutions (OFI); and (x) Others.



Further remarks
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• Our results support the hypothesis that some non-banks investing in MMF used
these MMFs to manage liquidity related to VM payments in the March 2020
market turmoil

• The results are likely to suffer from a measurement error downwards bias
because:

• the individual firm-level variability in the data is dampened by aggregation to sectors

• the VM payments might be underestimated in EMIR data (e.g. due to under- or mis-
reporting)

→ we expect our estimates to be lower bound for the actual effects


